A new algorithm is stated that uses source-adaptive shifting of modulation signals points for the improved transmission of waveform source signals over a noisy channel. A quantizer is used for source encoding and a non-binary digital modulation scheme for the transmission. The quantizer indexes are mapped to the points from the modulation signal constellation, but, in contrast to a conventional scheme, each transmitted signal point is shifted away from the one addressed by the quantizer index in order to reduce the source signal distortion at the receiver output. The shift is individually adapted to the each unquantized input source signal. A conventional receiver is used, i.e., the new algorithm requires only modifications at the transmitter. The simulation results show strong gains over a normal transmission scheme that does not apply source-adaptive shifting.
INTRODUCTION
Joint source-channel coding has recently gained a lot of interest due to substantial performance improvements in practical communication systems with constraints on delay and complexity.
Many authors have considered the design of joint decoders, which exploit residual redundancies in the outputs of the source encoder for channel decoding, e.g., [1, 2] . Another path of joint sourcechannel coding is channel-optimized vector quantization [3] . The basic idea is to include the probabilities of index permutations due to channel errors into the codebook design and into the distance measure for VQ encoding.
The adaptation of the modulation signal constellation (used for the transmission of quantizer indexes) to the quantizer codebooks (used for source encoding) and vice versa may, in a wider sense, be seen as another approach to joint source-channel coding. In these algorithms [4, 5] , the codebooks and the modulation signal sets are designed commonly for a source and a channel, both with fixed statistics. The adaptation is done in an "average sense", i.e., after the design, the codebooks and the modulation sets are fixed.
Contrary to that, in this work the modulation signal points are shifted at the transmitter side, dependent on the current unquantized source signal at the input, in order to minimize the effect of the channel noise on the receiver output signal. The quality is measured in terms of the overall source signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). A conventional receiver is used with a fixed modulation signal set for detection.
The paper is organized as follows: After the introduction of a system model in Section 2, the basic idea of the new algorithm called source-adaptive shifting (SAS) is stated in Section 3. The computation of the source-adaptive shift is given in Section 4 for the case of -PSK modulation. However, the SAS principle is not restricted to that. In Section 5 the performance of the new scheme is compared with that of a conventional system.
SYSTEM MODEL
The model of the transmission system that is used in the paper is depicted in Fig. 1 In what follows, the quantization is assumed to be scalar to keep the discussion simple. However, the use of vector quantizers is, analytically and practically, straightforward, since the only quantities required in the formulas below are the values of the distance measure between the input signal and the quantizer reproduction levels.
The time index for the source signal samples 
PRINCIPLE OF SOURCE-ADAPTIVE SHIFTING
The basic idea of source-adaptive shifting is illustrated in Fig. 2 . As an example, the current source sample , the risk to detect the signal point l is reduced. On the other hand, the probability is increased to receive a point | k within the decision region § u , which, in fact, also leads to a symbol detection error. This increase of the symbol error probability
leads to an increase in the source distortion (compared to a correct detection) that is the lower the closer the source sample 
COMPUTATION OF THE SOURCE-ADAPTIVE SHIFT FOR -PSK MODULATION SIGNAL SETS
Our goal is to minimize the expected distortion at the receiver output, i.e.:
We will take the expectation only over the channel statistics, but not over the source statistics as well, because we want to perform a source-adaptive shift of the transmitted signal point individually for each realization of the input source signal signal point will be carried out on the circle that connects the 1 Here, this trivial mapping is only chosen, to simplify the discussion. A commonly used approximation is that the channel noise will only lead to received signal points 
The evaluation of the integral in (8) is rather complicated. It can be simplified by following the common practice, to change the integration region [6] , [7] : instead of the integration over the decision region § u , the integration is carried out over the upper hatched half-plane in Fig. 4 . The "cross-hatched" region in Fig. 4 is "counted" twice using this concept, since the probability
is computed similarly. However, the true values of the integrals are not significantly changed by this approximation [7] , since the values of the ú 5 ù -functions involved in the probability density functions have very small magnitudes in the "cross-hatched" overlap-region.
This simplification of (8) 
If we insert (4) into (10) and (11), and we then use the results in (7), the expected distortion (6) can be rewritten as , then, no matter what the assumption for the channel noise variance is at the transmitter, the correct signal point will be detected, if the true channel has a very low noise variance, i.e., the "clean-channel performance" will not be reduced by SAS, even if the noise variance is not known exactly at the transmitter. This limits the range of "allowed" values to 
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The optimal shift can be found, by taking the derivative of and setting it to zero. However, the optimal value for Ï Ð cannot be computed analytically from the derivative. Therefore, in the simulations in the next section we used another approach: the minimum value of the distortion (12) was searched within a set of 50 equally spaced test values for Ï Ð that lie in the interval given by (14).
SIMULATION RESULTS
Sequences of uncorrelated Gaussian samples were selected as a source signal for the simulations. The samples were optimally scalar quantized by 3 bits and an 8-PSK modulation signal set was used for the transmission over an AWGN channel.
For the simulations two mappings is received, since the associated quantizer levels f e f W have a large distance in the source signal space. The "new" mapping was designed to avoid this disadvantage.
The simulations were carried out for both mappings, with and without SAS. In the results in Fig. 6 , the new SAS algorithm shows dB, SAS achieves a gain of 3 dB in source SNR for the natural mapping and a gain of 1.7 dB for the new mapping, i.e., the best performance is achieved by SAS using the natural mapping.
CONCLUSIONS
Source-adaptive shifting (SAS) for improved transmission of the samples of a waveform source signal (e.g., speech, audio) over a noisy channel is introduced. The SAS algorithm uses a quantizer for source encoding and a non-binary digital modulation scheme for the transmission. The quantizer indexes are mapped to one of the points from the modulation signal constellation, but, in contrast to a conventional scheme, the transmitted signal point is shifted away from the one that is addressed by the quantizer index, in order to increase the distance from the decision boundaries of those neighbored signal points, that cause a large distortion in the source signal space when they are erroneously detected at the receiver due to channel noise.
Each shift depends on the current unquantized input source signal. There is no need to use only statistical knowledge of ¡ for the computation of the optimal source-adaptive shift, because the shift is carried out only at the transmitter side (where ¡ is exactly known). Therefore, a conventional receiver can be used.
The simulation results for a V -PSK modulation scheme show, that SAS achieves strong gains in source SNR over a conventional transmission scheme that does not apply SAS.
Although SAS is introduced for -PSK modulation, the principle can also be applied to any QAM system. Furthermore, the extension of SAS to systems that involve vector quantizers for source encoding is straightforward, since the only source-dependent information that is required to compute the optimal shift, is the distance of the current source signal to the selected codevector and the codevectors that correspond to neighboring points of the modulation signal set.
